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Some peculiarities of the propagation of magnetoelastic waves in magnetically polarized 
media are studied; the medium considered is one with uniaxial symmetry. It is shown that 
a magnetoelastic wave propagated along the axis of symmetry consists of three waves: a 
longitudinal wave and two circularly polarized waves, whose speeds of propagation are dif
ferent and are determined by the magnetic state of the medium - the magnitude of the mag
netization or of the polarization field. The last circumstance should lead to rotation of the 
plane of polarization of linearly polarized elastic waves. The treatment is based on phe
nomenological "equations of state" that describe the dynamic properties of magnetoelastic 
media. Some remarks are made regarding the physical meaning of the constants that de
termine the rotation of the plane of polarization in certain specific types of magnetoelastic 
media; and an estimate is made of the frequencies at which an appreciable effect is to be 
expected. 

1. The elastic, magnetic, and magnetoelastic prop
erties of a magnetoelastic medium in the dynamic 
range can be described by equations of the form1 

the inverse magnetic susceptibilities, and the ex
change -interaction constants. 

(1) 

where Hm, Jn, and Uk are the components of 
the vector magnetic field intensity, the vector mag
netization, and the vector displacement at points of 
the elastic medium, and where the af'j' s are the 
components of a certain tensor related to the elas-
• d' h' h' I d tlc stresses; ijkl' ij,n = n,ij• Ymn• an amnpq 

are components of the tensors formed, respectively, 
by the elastic moduli, the magnetostrictive constants, 
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By way of illustration we consider a homoge
neous magnetoelastic medium with uniaxial sym
metry. Let the medium furthermore be magnetic
ally polarized: that is, let it be subject to a constant, 
homogeneous polarizing magnetic field H0, or let 
it possess a constant, homogeneous polarization 
magnetization J 0• We shall also suppose that the 
polarization magnetization or the polarizing field 
is directed along the axis of symmetry, the x3 
axis. We assume in addition that J « J 0 and 
H « H0• 

In this case it can be shown1 that the tensor 
constants that appear in (1) have the form 
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U. 
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h;l,3 = h:2,3 = h;,ll ' h~3,3 = h~,33 ' h;l,l = h;2,2 = h;,31 ' 

h:3,1 = h~3,2 = h:,l3 , h~3,1 = - h~3,2 = - h~,23 1 

h;2,1 =- h;l.2 = - h;,32 ' h~2,3 = - h~l.3 =- h;,l2 • (4) 

We remark that such a simultaneous entry, in a 
single table, of the single-primed and double
primed components of the tensor constants be
came possible by virtue of the fact that in this 
work we did not take account of those tensor com
ponents (double -primed) that describe energy ab
sorption. The nature of the dependence of the com
ponents of the tensor constants on the polarizing 
field or magnetization was discussed earlier .1 

As is easily seen, the "stress" tensor a{j is 
unsymmetrical and differs from the stress tensor 
that appears in the equation of motion of elasticity 
theory, 

(5) 

the latter, by definition (as the momentum flow 
tensor, taken with reversed sign), must be sym
metric. An expression for the tensor aij can be 
obtained by symmetrizing the tensor afj• i.e., 
by separating it into symmetric and antisymmetric 
terms 

(6) 

The second term determines the force couple that 
acts on unit volume. This couple is always equili
brated by some other couple that acts on unit vol
ume; its nature can vary. In anisotropic media it 
can be, for example, a couple produced by the non
coincidence of the orientations of the vector mag
netic field intensity and of the magnetization (for 
a more detailed discussion of this question, see 
references 2 and 3 ) . 

It appears that the following additional condi
tions 4 must still be imposed on the constants dbkl: 

(7) 

2. We now consider the specific problem of the 
propagation of plane magnetoelastic waves along 
the direction of the symmetry axis. Hereafter we 
shall neglect displacement currents and conduction 
currents. Therefore in the joint solution of the 
equations of elasticity (5) and the equations of 
electrodynamics, we shall need only the following 
two of Maxwell's equations: 

curl H = 0, div B ~.C 0. 

Furthermore we shall suppose that all variable 
quantities vary as exp [ i ( wt - kx3 )]; and we shall 
also assume that the exchange interaction, for a 
medium with uniaxial symmetry, is described by 
just two independent tensor components amnpq 
( a 1 and a 2 ). As a result we get the following two 
independent systems of homogeneous equations: 

w2pu1 = p (c~) 2 k2u1- iwBk2u2 + ih15kJ1 - wh;4kJ2, 

w 2pu2 = iwBk2u1 + p (c~)2k2U2 + wh~4kJ1 + ih15kJ2, 

0 = - i (h15 - h;6) ku1 + w (hi4 + h~~) ku2 

+ (1:1 + a1k2 ) J1 + iw1~2J2, 
0 = - w (h;4 + h:~) ku1- i (h15- h;5) ku2 

- iw1;2J1 + (I;I + a1k2) J2, 

(8) 

(9) 

Here the following symbols have been introduced: 

0 1 
1 ' 'lz 

Ct = [ ( d2323 ...,.- d2332 ) I 2p l ' 

B = c:o- c:;= 1/2 (d:313 + d~aa1 ), 
h33 = h~,33' hl5 = 1/z (h;,!3 + h;,3! ), h~5 = hl5 - h;,l3, 

(10) 

The system of homogeneous equations (8) deter
mines the propagation of a longitudinal magneto
elastic wave. For the speed of propagation of this 
wave, cz = w/k, we get the expression 

On setting the determinant of the system of ho
mogeneous equations (9) equal to zero, we get a 
characteristic equation of the sixth degree in w; 

it separates into the two equations 

" ( ")',t..,- Bk" 12 ( ' t"- " )-1 (h - 1" ) pcu·-r, Ct "R" + W '" + i? lu + Q 11?" + Wl12 15 + VJ lJ4 

x[(h15 - h:5)+ w (h;4 + h:;,)l = O, (12) 

We shall henceforth neglect the term a1 k2 ; this 
is permissible when a 1k2 « I y~ 1 'F wy72 1. Then it 
is easy to find two positive roots k+ and k_ of 
Eq. (12). To these there will correspond two trans
verse magnetoelastic waves that are circularly po
larized: that is, utfu2 ='Fi and J 1 /J2 = 'Fi. Since 
the speeds of propag1.tion of these waves are differ
ent, this should lead to rotation of the plane of po
larization of a linearly polarized elastic wave. 

The angle through which the plane of polarization 
rotates upon propagation of a linearly polarized 
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elastic wave through unit distance is cp = ( k+- k_)/2, 
or 

_ w2 f ' [h1s (h;4 + h~~) + h~1, (h,s- h;5)] 

cp-2p(c~)3 B+xn 1-(wiwo)" 

, w;;-1 [hJs (hJs- h;5) + w2h~4 (h~4 + hi~ll t 
->< 11 1-(wjw0) 2 f' (13) 

where K~ 1 = 1/'y11 is the susceptibility measured 
in a direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis, 
and Wo = Yt1 /yi2 is the magnetic resonance fre
quency. Here it has been assumed that the expres
sion in curly brackets, multiplied by w/p (c~) 2 , is 
small in comparison with unity. 

3. We shall now discuss the results obtained. 
As is evident from relation (11), the speed of prop
agation of a longitudinal magnetoelastic wave along 
the symmetry axis in a magnetically polarized me
dium is dependent not only on the elastic constants 
but also on the magnetic state of the medium. In 
connection with this we recall that in ferromag
netics both h33 and y33 depend appreciably on the 
magnetization. Formally this phenomenon can be 
described by introducing an elastic -modulus tensor 
dijkz measured at constant field. For quasistation
ary processes, a definite relation5 holds between the 
tensor component d~kZ = dljkZ measured at con
stant magnetization and the tensor component 
dijkz measured at constant field; in our case this 
takes the form 

In the dynamic range, as is evident from (11), two 
additional terms a2k2 and 47T must be added to 
y33 • This may be one of the reasons for the differ
ences between the values of elastic moduli obtained 
experimentally in measurements made in the quasi
stationary and in the dynamic ranges. We recall 
that in the case of ferromagnets, the dependence 
of the elastic moduli on magnetic state bears the 
name "AE -effect." 

As is evident from (13), the rotation of the plane 
of polarization is determined by several constants. 
Their physical meaning for specific types of me
dium can be established on the basis of a micro
scopic theory of the kinetic processes that occur 
in a specific magnetoelastic medium. We consider 
several types of medium. 

The role of the constant B was considered 
earlier,6 and it has been shown7 that in metals 
the constant c45 that appears in B may be de
pendent on the effect of the polarizing magnetic 
field on the electron distribution function, as per
turbed by the elastic wave. A specific calculation 7 

of the constant c45 , carried out within the frame
work of the free-electron model, gives, in particu-

lar, for low frequencies ( kZ « 1 ) or for strong 
polarizing fields ( w0 T » kl), the relation 

(14) 

where w0 = eH0 /cm; e, m, T, and l are, re
spectively, the charge, mass, collision time, and 
free path length of an electron; c44 = % nmZv0 x 
( 1 + w~ T2 ) - 1 is the imaginary part of the complex 
elastic-modulus tensor and determines the losses 
caused by transfer of the energy of the elastic wave 
to the conduction electrons ;8 v0 is the speed of 
electrons at the Fermi surface. Calculation shows 
that appreciable rotation of the plane of polariza
tion (through angles cp of the order of a few de
grees or more in a field H0 ~ 103 oe) may be ex
pected in pure metals at low temperatures at fre
quencies of the order of tens of megacycles/ sec. 7 

Concerning the constants that appear in the sub
sequent terms in the curly brackets in (13), it is 
possible to draw some conclusions from relations 
(1) and (6). The constant hi5 determines the torque 
that acts on an anisotropic body because of nonco
incidence of the directions of the vector magneti
zation and of the vector magnetic field intensity, 
or the field that must be applied in order to keep 
the magnetization unchanged upon rotation of the 
volume element. The value of this constant is de
termined by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy con
stant. In magnetically uniaxial ferromagnetics, the 
constant hf5 and the magnetostrictive constant h15 

(which depends on the magnetostriction constants ) 
are in order of magnitude approximately the same 
and equal to 104 oe. The constant hi4' describes 
gyromagnetic effects, and the constant hf4 is 
apparently related to possible anisotropy of the 
gyro magnetic effects. The value of the constant 
h74' is determined by the gyromagnetic ratio and 
is of order of magnitude 10-7 oe sec. In uniaxial 
ferromagnetics, the ferromagnetic resonance fre
quency is w0 ~ 109 sec-t. 

Thus in ferromagnetics, the second and third 
terms in curly brackets in (13) can provide an 
appreciable amount of rotation of the plane of 
polarization at elastic-wave frequencies of order 
109 sec-1 • 

We emphasize that the different constants ap
pearing in (13) have different types of temperature 
dependence. 

We remark also that in the works of Akhiezer 
et al. 9 and of Kittel, 10 only one possible cause of 
rotation of the plane of polarization was taken into 
account - namely, the magnetostrictive constant 
h15 • The expression derived by Kittel for the ro
tation of the plane of polarization (which is cor-
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rect for frequencies w > w0 ) can be obtained from 
formula (13) by setting B, h{4', hi4, and h{5 
equal to zero. 
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